
Fabric Collage Class

Supplies
• 1 or 2 packages of Steam-A-Seam  

• Mo4fs from different fabrics: small, medium and large but no bigger than 4 
inches. Our project isn’t that big.  

• Scissors for cuBng small detailed mo4fs 

• A small amount of fabric that is a monotone print to use to fill in “holes” in 
the artwork. Having a fabric scaJered in the background gives a 
cohesiveness to the project. This can be a small scrap from your stash or 
you can buy 1/8 of a yard. That will be more than enough. 

• Pressing cloth 

• A pair of tweezers or a Purple Thang is also handy and you’ll see why in 
class. 

Voile is used for the base of the artwork and it will be provided.   

For considera6on: 

For fabric collage, you will want to find several different kinds of mo4fs. Laura has 
some really cute fabrics in the shop that work perfectly for this project. For the 
sample I made, all the fabrics are from S4tcher’s Playhouse. 

Hints about using the Steam-a-Seam and cu;ng out your mo6fs:   

• Pick out an area of the fabric that has the mo4fs you want and cut the 
Steam-a-Seam to a size that fits that area. This makes it more manageable 
and there is less waste. 

• You will want the Steam-a-Seam on the back of your fabric before you cut 
out the mo4fs. Iron it on per the instruc4ons and then cut out the mo4fs.   



• In the area of the fabric that has Steam-a-Seam ironed down, cut out 
anything and everything. Even the 4ny mo4fs can fill areas on your project 
and layering adds interest to your work.   

• Dainty cuBng scissors are recommended to cut around the details of your 
mo4fs (aka fussy cuBng). 

Cut out your mo6fs before class.   

I can’t stress this enough! It’s a great project to do while siBng in front of the TV.  I 
was able to cut out a lot in a couple of hours. 

Cut out MORE than you think you will need. We will be layering these beau4es so 
you will want to have plenty to work with. And it might be fun to trade some with 
other classmates. 

SO….do your homework (fussy cuBng), and I’ll see you in class. Can’t wait!!! 

Ida Mae


